
1. Introduction
Detailed constraints on rupture processes of large earthquakes are crucial for understanding fundamental earth-
quake physics. To image the rupture process of large earthquakes, back-projection (BP) of high frequency (HF) 
tele-seismic array waveforms is one of the commonly used techniques in the last 15  years or so (e.g., Ishii 
et al., 2005; Kruger & Ohrnberger, 2005). Assuming delta-function shaped Green's functions and taking advan-
tage of the reciprocity between sources and receivers, BP methods trace the location and timing of HF sources by 
either maximizing the stacking power of back-propagated array data in the time domain (e.g., Ishii et al., 2005; 
Yagi et  al.,  2012) or the coherence in the frequency domain (e.g., Meng et  al.,  2011; Yao et  al.,  2011; Yin 
et al., 2016). The temporal and spatial distribution of HF radiation resolved from BP is usually compared with 
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Plain Language Summary Earthquake is produced by sudden shear dislocation, or rupture, on the 
fault. Large earthquakes could rupture hundreds of kilometers along a fault in minutes. Well-constrained rupture 
process of large earthquakes is critical for understanding the fundamental earthquake physics. An important 
approach to image large earthquakes' rupture is migrating array seismic waveforms back to the source region 
assuming a simple velocity model. The stacked energy of the migrated waveforms reaches maximums at the 
times and locations of the rupture, hence the rupture process can be derived. However, the 3D velocity structure 
effect along the rupture of the earthquake has to be considered to improve the accuracy of such method. Here 
we propose a new travel-time calibration method to calibrate the 3D velocity structure effect using smaller 
earthquakes near the mainshock rupture. We validate this method by applying it to earthquakes in Japan and 
then to the 2002 Mw7.9 Denali earthquake. Our new result reveals additional details of the earthquake that 
agree better with surface rupture trace, finite fault rupture models, aftershock distribution and a new prediction 
from rock mechanics derived from nearby strong motion station PS10. This interdisciplinary application shows 
its great potential to be generalized to other large earthquake studies.
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rupture processes in finite fault models or other observations to understand rupture processes of large earthquakes 
more comprehensively (e.g., Avouac et al., 2015; Simons et al., 2011).

BP can image the location and timing of HF sources, hence the rupture speed, as well as the relative strength of 
the HF sources. The uncertainties of these parameters, if not well-understood, may cause ambiguities and incon-
sistencies in interpreting BP results and comparing BP results with other results (e.g., finite fault models). In 
general, sources of uncertainties in BP results can be divided into two categories. The first category is originated 
from the wave-field complexity, or the violation of the assumption of a delta-function type of Green's function. In 
a previous study (Zeng et al., 2020), we used deterministic waveform simulations and synthetic tests to analyze 
the uncertainties caused by waveform complexities from the radiation pattern variation, depth phases and 3D 
source-side velocity structures. The second category stems from travel-time errors. In general, the travel-time 
calculated from a certain velocity model (e.g., IASP91 used throughout this paper) is used to back-propagate HF 
seismic waveforms in BP. However, due to the earth's 3D structure, the realistic travel-time may deviate signif-
icantly from the model prediction, resulting in potential mis-location of HF sources. The difference between 
the real and calculated travel-time is thus called travel-time error. To mitigate the impact from the imperfect 
velocity model in travel-time calculation, a common practice in BP is to align the beginning portion of array 
waveforms through cross-correlation. In this process, a travel-time correction at the mainshock hypocenter is 
obtained and then applied to the entire source region, a procedure which is similar to that used in the master event 
reloca tion method. In the latter part of the paper, we call this strategy the “conventional calibration.” However, 
the source-side 3D velocity structure may be heterogeneous, and corrections derived from the mainshock hypo-
center may not be representative in the whole rupture region. Consequently, the conventional calibration may lead 
to significant mis-location of HF sources in regions far away from the hypocenter.

BP uncertainties caused by the travel-time error have been noticed and investigated by previous studies. For 
instance, Fan and Shearer (2017) used data recorded by the North American (NA) and global arrays to derive 
travel-time corrections for events (6 < Mw < 7) in eastern Japan subduction zone (JSZ). They then used the 
travel-time correction from one event to relocate other events and showed that the travel-time error on average 
could cause ∼25 km location uncertainty in the BP results, and claimed that such uncertainty is almost randomly 
distributed. To lessen the influence of the travel-time error, Ishii et al. (2007) proposed a weighted interpola-
tion scheme to calibrate the travel-time using aftershocks' arrival times, and concluded that small scale rupture 
features were adequately resolved. Palo et al. (2014) divided the travel-time error into a “static” term representing 
the overall travel-time error from the source region and a ‘dynamic’ term accounting for the error between each 
source-receiver pair and then, based on aftershock arrival times, they corrected the “dynamic” error by interpolat-
ing errors in the source region with the kriging method. Meng et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2017) showed that the 
inconsistence between BP results from different arrays might be partially attributed to the travel-time error, and 
proposed to either calibrate the travel-time from aftershock/foreshock arrivals (Meng et al., 2016) or to calculate 
the travel-time by using a 3D global velocity model (Liu et al., 2017).

A limitation in using a global 3D velocity model is the low spatial resolution in the rupture scale of most large 
earthquakes (e.g., featuring 100–400 km of rupture length). Furthermore, good 3D velocity models only exist for 
very few places around the world such as Japan or Southern California. Moreover, regarding aftershock/foreshock 
travel-time calibrations, there are still some unresolved questions and incompatibilities. For instance, Fan and 
Shearer (2017) claimed that most of the travel-time errors were due to random 3-D structures around the hypo-
center and this prevented further improving BP results using an aftershock/foreshock calibration in the whole 
east JSZ, while Meng et al. (2016) applied a slowness calibration to the 2015 Nepal Mw 7.8 earthquake to derive 
a higher resolution BP result. Hence, we raise a key question here: is travel-time calibration possible and if so, 
what is the relevant spatial scale and how one can properly calibrate travel-time errors? Such questions should be 
addressed based on observations, that is, directly investigating the travel-time error pattern in the source region, 
which has not yet been systematically studied.

In addition to the points discussed above, the potential influence from the origin time error (the earthquake depth 
uncertainty is included here because of the trade-off between the earthquake origin time and depth) of calibration 
events has not yet been fully considered in the studies using travel-time calibrations from foreshocks/aftershocks. 
Actually, the origin time error of earthquakes can be as large as 2 s (e.g., the origin time may differ by 1–2 s in 
various catalogs for the same earthquake), which may be comparable to that caused by the 3D velocity structure. 
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This implies that the origin time error of calibration events could have been mapped as the artificial 3D structure 
effect and thus the calibration may not be effective or even bring extra errors into BP results.

To address these issues, we first take advantage of reciprocity between sources and receivers, and use array 
(i.e., Hi-Net in Japan) travel-time observations to understand the spatial variation pattern of the travel-time error 
caused by source-side 3D structure (see the schematic illustration in Figures 1a and 1b). We also investigate the 
pattern of the travel-time error caused by the subduction structure using the Hi-Net array records of the earth-
quakes occurring in the Sumatra subduction zone. These observations are used to clarify whether we can calibrate 
travel-time errors with linear interpolation and to draw the spatial boundary of applying any calibration. We then, 
from theoretical point of view, propose a new travel-time calibration strategy that takes into account of the origin 
time error of calibration events. The new strategy is verified by application to well-located M > 5.0 earthquakes 
in central Honshu, Japan. In the second half of the paper, we apply the method to derive a path-calibrated BP 
image for the rupture of the 2002 Mw7.9 Denali earthquake. The new BP result is then interpreted and validated 
by comparing to the local rupture speed and the super-shear transition location inferred from a near fault strong 
motion data by using near-fault analytical models (Mello et al., 2016), as well as with surface rupture trace. This 
is followed by discussion and conclusion of the study.

Figure 1. A cartoon illustration of how we investigate the travel-time error (𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑇𝑇  ) in the source region. (a, b) show that by 
taking advantage of the reciprocity, we can use array observations made in the source-side of tele-seismic events to study 
the travel-time error. An example is show in (c) (inset of (b)) which will be well explained in Section 3. (d) Based on the 
ray theory (Section .1) and the observations (Section 3 and 4), we propose a linear interpolation strategy to calibrate the 
travel-time error in the source region.
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2. Travel-Time Error Observations on the Hi-Net Array for Tele-Seismic Events
To answer the question whether we can calibrate travel-time error in the rupture area of a large earthquake, we 
first study how the travel-time error varies with the source locations using direct observations. A natural way 
to obtain such observations is collecting data in a tele-seismic array for events occurring around the rupture of 
a large earthquake. However, the number of such events is usually not sufficient, as earthquake magnitude has 
to be larger than certain threshold (e.g., M > 5.5) to ensure high quality observations. The location and origin 
time uncertainties of such events also introduce extra difficulties. Luckily, the source-receiver reciprocity, which 
states that the travel-time from a source to a receiver is identical as that from the receiver to the source, can help 
resolve this problem. With reciprocity, stations in a dense seismic array are regarded as earthquake sources while 
a teleseismic earthquake is considered as a station, and therefore the origin time error is a constant and will not 
contribute to the travel-time error variation observed in the source-side array. Here, we pick Japan as the test 
ground, as it has extremely dense seismic stations (e.g., the Hi-net array) that have been working for several 
decades. We download Hi-net array waveforms for 4 Mw > 6.8 teleseismic event pairs (Figure S1a in Supporting 
Information S1) from different back azimuths. For each event, we align the array waveforms by cross-correlation 
to uniformly pick the P-wave arrivals (see details in Section 3.2). We then calculate the 1D travel-times and 
subtract them from the observations to obtain travel-time errors. Here we plot the event pair composed of the 
202007220612 and 202010192054 events in Figures 2a and 2b with other three event pairs shown in Figure S2 
in Supporting Information S1. Note that, in these travel-time error figures, we already remove the mean value, 
which could be considered as part of the earthquake origin time error. Throughout the entire area of Japan, at the 
scale larger than 1,000 km, the travel-time error of each event varies as large as 5–6 s and is featured with distrib-
uted travel-time error mountains (positive errors) and valleys (negative errors). However, the travel-time errors 
of these two events are very similar (Figures 2a vs. 2b), and their differences are almost zero (Figure 2c). Here 
we introduce the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) (𝐴𝐴 MAD =

1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
|𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑚𝑚(𝑋𝑋)| , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴(𝑋𝑋) is the mean value) 

to quantify the dispersion in Figure 2c. Because Figure 2c shows the travel-time error difference (TED) between 
the two events, we further introduce MADD, which refers to the MAD of the TED. The MADD in Figure 2c is 
as small as 0.09, suggesting that the travel-time error variation is mainly contributed by the structure beneath the 
arrays (or source-side structure if we consider an earthquake locates beneath the Hi-net array).

To investigate the travel-time error for a source region of a few hundred km (∼300 km), which is the dimension 
of large earthquakes (e.g., M > 8), we select three sub-regions in Japan (rectangles in Figure 2a), where the 
travel-time error shows clear variations (Figures 2d–2f). To the first order, the travel-time error in all the three 
regions is systematically increasing/decreasing along certain direction (e.g., in Figure 2d, the travel-time error 
roughly increases from west to east). We may approximate the systematic variation as a linear trend to the first 
order and use a ramp function to fit this trend. After removing the best fit ramp functions, shown as insets in 
Figures 2d–2f, the residual travel-time error varies almost randomly (Figures 2g–2i) with ∼50% reduction in 
MADs and all the R2 values are larger than 0.5. This analysis suggests that the observed travel-time error caused 
by the 3D structure at the scale of a few hundred km varies dominantly linearly, and using a few calibration earth-
quakes could effectively calibrate the first order travel-time error using a linear interpolation.

The reciprocity idea works well for land areas, but we don't have a dense seismic array like Hi-net in the ocean. 
To further understand travel-time errors for a source region in the ocean, we turn off the reciprocity and still use 
Hi-net array to study a few representative events in the Sumatran subduction zone (Figure 3f), one of the most 
seismically active regions in the world. We download Hi-net data for five events, pick their P-wave arrival times 
by cross-correlation, and then calculate travel-time errors relative to the IASP91 1D model. We show travel-time 
error histograms of these events in Figures 3a–3e, which show very similar shape and have almost identical 
MADs (less than 10% difference). To further evaluate their differences, we use the 200811221601 event located 
in the most south as the reference event and calculate TEDs between the reference event and other 4 events (simi-
lar to Figure 2c), with the TED histograms shown in Figures 3g–3j. It appears that when an event is further away 
from the reference event, the TED histogram has lower peak and is distributed in a broader range (e.g., Figures 3g 
vs. 3j), and the corresponding MADD increases. We consider the increase of MADD as a function of distance to 
the reference event represents a systematic travel-time error variation. We then verify if the MADD vary linearly 
as the distance to the reference event increases.

To have a more comprehensive assessment, we download Hi-net data for 53 Mw6-7 events that are distributed 
in a region of ∼1,000 km along the Sumatran subduction zone (Figure 4a). TEDs and MADDs of these events 
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are calculated following the procedure in Figure 3. We present the MADD distribution of all the collected events 
with respect to two reference events (200811221601 and 200803291730 which are located at the south and north 
ends of the study region) in Figures 4b and 4c. With respect to both reference events, to the first order, the MADD 
increases with the event's distance to the reference event. We further show the relationship between the MADD 
and the corresponding event's distance to the 200811221601 event. Clearly, the first order feature is a linear 
variation, consistent with what we observed in Figures 2d–2f. Note there are two outliers (highlighted with blue 

Figure 2. (a, b) The P-wave travel-time error between the data and the theoretical 1D (IASP91) calculation for one event pair from northeast. The format of the 
subfigure titles is event ID (azimuth, great circle distance) and this rule is applied to Figure 6. The azimuth and great circle distance of each event are estimated 
relative to the station, HMTH (black triangle in (a), 37.0103°, 139.376°). The arrows in these subfigures represent the approximate incident P-wave direction. (c) The 
travel-time error difference between (a, b). The distance between each event pair (based on the USGS catalog) is shown in the bracket in the subfigure title. (d–f) The 
P-wave travel-time error for the event 202007220612 (a) in the three rectangles in (a) which shows dominantly linear variation. The black triangle in (e) exemplifies a 
region with local complicated variation pattern of the travel-time error. (g–i) The residual travel-time error after removing a plane trend from (d–f). The plane equations 
and coefficient of determination (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2 ) are shown in Figure (d–f). Red numbers in (c, d–i) are the mean absolute errors in each subfigure. To account for the elevation 
difference among stations, we assume a P-wave velocity of 5.8 km/s and subtract a factor of elevation/5.8 from the real arrivals, and this strategy is applied to Figure 6.
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rectangles in Figures 4b–4d) located within shallow crust of the main Sumatran Island and with large MADDs no 
matter which reference event is selected, suggesting distinct velocity structures of the crust and subduction zone.

3. Travel-Time Path Calibration Strategy and Validation
3.1. Travel-Time Path Calibration

In previous section, we show that the 3D source-side velocity structure causes the travel-time error to vary domi-
nantly linearly. To construct the linear interpolation using observations, in this section, we first show that the 

Figure 3. (a–e) Statistic histograms of travel-time errors of 5 representative events (f) along Sumatra subduction zone. (g–j) Statistic histograms of the travel-time error 
difference of 4 events (blue stars in f) with respect to the reference event 200811221601 (the red star in f). In the parenthesis in titles of subfigures (g–j), we show the 
distance between an event to the reference event.

Figure 4. Travel-time error difference analysis for earthquakes in Sumatran subduction zone. (a) Earthquakes used in the study, color-coded by event depth. (b, 
c) Distribution of MAD of travel-time error difference (MADD) with reference events located in the south (200811221601) and north (200803291730). (d) The 
relationship between MADD and the distance between events and the reference event (200811221601). Blue rectangles in (b–d) highlights two crustal events which are 
different than oceanic events in terms of the MADD.
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linear variation can also be derived from the ray theory. Then, based on the derived linear variation formula and 
with simple and specific manipulation, we can reach an interpolation scheme in which the origin time error can 
be easily isolated.

The theoretical tele-seismic P-wave travel-time along a ray path can be written as,

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡 = ∫

𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑠

𝑢𝑢
𝑡𝑡
ds (1)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 refers to the slowness in a reference velocity model, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the source location, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the receiver location, 𝐴𝐴 d𝑠𝑠 
is the infinitesimal distance along ray path, and superscript t represents the theoretical calculation. We assume a 
small slowness perturbation 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑢𝑢 which doesn't change the ray path to the first order (Snieder & Sambridge, 1992), 
and the perturbed travel-time could be expressed as,

𝑇𝑇 = ∫
𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑠

(
𝑢𝑢
𝑡𝑡
+ Δ𝑢𝑢

)
𝑑𝑑s = 𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡
+ ∫

𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑠

Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
⋅ 𝑢𝑢

𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑s (2)

We rewrite the second term in the right hand side (RHS) of Equation 2 as 𝐴𝐴

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩ ∫ 𝑟𝑟
𝑠𝑠
𝑢𝑢
𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 =

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡 , where 𝐴𝐴

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩
 

is equal to 𝐴𝐴 ∫ 𝑟𝑟
𝑠𝑠

Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
⋅ 𝑢𝑢

𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠∕ ∫ 𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑠
𝑢𝑢
𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 and represents the average relative slowness perturbation along the ray path. Thus, 

we can express the travel-time error caused by the small slowness perturbation as,

Δ𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡
=

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡 (3)

Here, we assume the travel-time perturbation is mostly caused by the source-side 3D structure, as for a tele-seismic 
station, seismic rays from different parts of a rupture differ most in the source region and converge at the receiver. 
This is also supported by the travel-time error observations we made (Figures 2 and 4). We therefore expand 
the RHS of Equation  3 to the first order with respect to a reference source location e (i.e., epicenter of the 
main-shock),

Δ� =
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where 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝒙𝒙 is the location vector of an arbitrary point relative to the epicenter and can be expressed as 
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

Δ�
Δ�

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

 in a 

two dimensional plane. In the conventional BP procedure, the travel-time correction for the entire source region is 
assumed to be identical to that from the epicenter (usually achieved by aligning the beginning portion of P-waves) 

and ignore the contribution of the term 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒

𝜕𝜕

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩

𝑒𝑒

𝜕𝜕𝒙𝒙
⋅ Δ𝒙𝒙 in Equation 4. We show in Section 2 that this second term 

should be and could be considered. Note that the RHS term is proportional to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑡𝑡
∕𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 , which approximates one in 
most cases as the rupture dimension is usually much smaller than the source-to-receiver distance. For instance, 
for an array located 30° away from the earthquake (e.g., with a dimension of 2° × 2°), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡
∕𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 differs from 1 by 
less than 0.05. However, for earthquakes rupturing ultra-large area, for example, the 2004 Mw 9.3 great Sumatra 
earthquake that ruptured more than ∼1,400 km along strike (e.g., Ishii et al., 2005), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡
∕𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡

0
 can't be assumed to be 

close to 1. In such a case, one can segment the source region into several pieces to ensure in each piece 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑡𝑡
∕𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡

0
≈ 1 .

To make correction (i.e., path calibration), we can obtain the second term in the RHS of Equation  4 using 
travel-time error of strong aftershocks/foreshocks or historical earthquakes in the rupture area. If we assume there 
are two more calibration events numbered as 1 and 2 besides the main-shock (for the epicenter), we may estimate 

the gradient of 𝐴𝐴

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩

𝑒𝑒

 as,

𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇
=

1

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡

e

(Δ𝑇𝑇1 − Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒,Δ𝑇𝑇2 − Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒) (𝒙𝒙1 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒,𝒙𝒙2 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒)
−1

=
1

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡

e

(Δ𝑇𝑇1 − Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒,Δ𝑇𝑇2 − Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒)𝑪𝑪 (5)
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where 𝐴𝐴 𝑪𝑪 = (𝒙𝒙1 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒,𝒙𝒙2 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒)
−1 is a constant vector, 𝐴𝐴 (𝒙𝒙1 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒,𝒙𝒙2 − 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒) =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑥𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒

𝑦𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒 𝑦𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝑮𝑮

𝑇𝑇
= (𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥,𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦)

𝑇𝑇
=

𝜕𝜕

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝜕𝒙𝒙
 

𝐴𝐴 𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇
= (𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥,𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦)

𝑇𝑇
=

𝜕𝜕

⟨
Δ𝑢𝑢

𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

⟩

𝑒𝑒

𝜕𝜕𝒙𝒙
, 𝐴𝐴 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒 , 𝐴𝐴 𝒙𝒙1 and 𝐴𝐴 𝒙𝒙2 refer to the epicenters of the mainshock and two additional calibration events, respectively; 

and 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑇𝑇1 and 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑇𝑇2 are travel-time errors from events 1 and 2. Here, we approximate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑡𝑡 with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 . The main advantage 
of this formula is that it minimizes the influence of the origin time uncertainty of calibration events. To better 
explore this, we assume three calibration events have origin time errors of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 , respectively, and we may 
obtain,

𝑮𝑮
′𝑇𝑇

= 𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇
+

1

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒

(𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡1 − 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒, 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡2 − 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒)𝑪𝑪 (6)

For each station, the travel-time correction at an arbitrary location (𝐴𝐴 Δ𝒙𝒙 ) could be approximated as,

Δ𝑇𝑇 =

(
Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒

+𝑮𝑮
′𝑇𝑇
⋅ Δ𝒙𝒙

)
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒 = Δ𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 + 𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡

𝑒𝑒𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇
⋅ Δ𝒙𝒙 + (𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡1 − 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒, 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡2 − 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒)𝑪𝑪 ⋅ Δ𝒙𝒙 (7)

In the RHS of Equation 7, while the first two terms are station-dependent, because they are functions of either 
travel-time errors or travel-times, the third term is event-dependent and is a constant for all stations at a given 
location. As BP uses the differential travel-time between stations to locate HF sources and the third term will 
be subtracted in this process, the origin time uncertainty may bias the timing of high-frequency radiators, but it 
barely affects the location.

When there are more than 3 calibrations events, we cluster them into different three-event groups. We then aver-
age the travel-time calibration using Equation 7,

Δ̂� = Δ�� + � �
� �̂�

0 ⋅ d� + 1
�

(

∑�

�=0

(

���1 − ���0 , ���2 − ���0
)

� �0

)

⋅ d� (8)

where i refers to the ith group, and a hat above a variable indicate the average. Alternatively, one can use the least 
square regression to estimate the average travel-time corrections and the influence from the origin time error can 
also be isolated, as derived in the supplement material. Based on our experiences, we prefer the 3-event cluster 
strategy as shown in Equation 8 rather than the regression, because first, the number of calibration events, which 
have sufficient high quality waveform records at an array, is usually less than 5, and second, the three-event 
strategy is more flexible in choosing events to achieve a better spatial coverage of the source region. We do not 
consider other more sophisticated regressions, because they may cause the coupling (i.e., multiplication) between 
the origin time error and the travel-time error/the travel-time, leading to the station-dependent influence of the 
origin time error and causing trade-offs between location and timing of HF radiators. Carefully adjusting optimi-
zation parameters in a complicated regression may be helpful, but the computational cost increases rapidly and 
additional uncertainties may be introduced. A scenario showing the advantage of the 3-event cluster strategy is 
shown in Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1.

3.2. Data Processing for BP

To test the performance of this new calibration strategy, we first perform a validation test and then apply it to the 
2002 Mw 7.9 Denali earthquake. In this section, we describe the general data processing procedure in these appli-
cations. We download seismic waveform data from IRIS through the SOD (Standing Order for Data) software and 
from NIED using HinetPy (10.5281/zenodo.4599566). We then check the data quality and align the waveforms 
for each event by the following process. For M > 6.0 events, we first filter their waveforms into 0.2–1.0 Hz, and 
align the first 6–10 s by cross-correlation using the Python package AIMBAT (Lou et al., 2013) to obtain the 
travel-time errors relative to a 1D model. We only keep the data with SNRs > 3.0 and high cross-correlation 
coefficients (CCs > 0.8). For M < 6.0 earthquakes, we first select the frequency range (e.g., 0.2–1.0, 0.3–1.0 
or 0.4–1.0 or 0.5–1.0 Hz) that produces the largest number of traces with clear eye-determined P-wave arrivals 
and we align the first 5 s of waveforms by using AIMBAT. We then look into the waveforms to identify the 
cycle skips. For the waveforms that have the cycle skip, we manually pick their P-arrival, limit the time shift to 
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less than 2 s, cross-correlate every waveform with the stacked array template, and re-align them based on the 
peak CCs. Finally, we remove those traces are not in an eye-determined coherence with most of the other traces. 
As only the travel-time of calibration events are used, we filter different calibration events at slightly different 
frequency bands to obtain more coherent and high-quality waveforms. After aligning the waveforms, we calculate 
the difference of the travel-time errors between different calibration events (i.e., double difference), and drop the 
stations with exceptionally large absolute values (generally, larger than 3 MADs). These large travel-time error 
differences may be caused by the instrument issue (e.g., errors in GPS timing), or very local velocity structures 
(e.g., micro-basins). The processed data are then back-projected to the source region to trace the HF radiation 
using the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) method (Meng et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2020).

3.3. Validation of the New Travel-Time Calibration Strategy

A natural way to validate the new BP calibration strategy is to relocate medium size earthquakes (can be consid-
ered as point sources) with and without the calibration and compare the relocations with a high-quality catalog, 
similar to that in Fan and Shearer (2017) and Meng et al. (2016). Here we select the inland earthquakes occurred 
in Kanto and Chubu regions of Japan (the red rectangle in Figure 2a) where observed travel-time errors from 
a tele-seismic event are characterized with near linear variation (e.g., Figures 2e and 2h). There are near 50 
shallow events with magnitude (USGS) greater than 5.0 in the last 20 years, and they were well recorded by the 
dense local array, which was used to derive the high quality JMA catalog, and the dense NA array (Figure S1c in 
Supporting Information S1), which will be used to validate our calibration strategy. To establish path calibration, 
we select 3 calibration events that have good coverage of the region. The selected earthquakes are represented by 
red (201411221308 Mw 6.2) and blue (200707160113 Mw 6.6 and 201104110816 Mw 6.6) stars in Figure 5a. 
We use travel-time errors of these events to calibrate the path toward NA with the proposed interpolation strat-
egy. We then apply the calibration to relocate other events through BP (Figure 5c) and compare the results to 

Figure 5. Comparison between conventional BP (i.e., using one single calibration event) with our proposed strategy. (a) 
Earthquakes with magnitude >5.0 (USGS) occurred in this region in last 20 years. The red star shows the event used in 
conventional BP calibration to relocate earthquakes, and red and blue stars are events used in our proposed method to relocate 
earthquakes. (b, c) Relocation with calibration using one event (red star in (a)) (b) and three events (red and blue stars in 
(a)) (c). (d) The relationship between the mis-location in either method and the true event distance (calculated using JMA 
location) to the 201411221308 event. The black rectangle in lower right of (a) is the same as that in Figure 2e and highlights 
events still showing relatively larger mis-location with our new method.
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those derived from the conventional method which only uses the 201411221308 earthquake as calibration event 
(Figure 5b), the latter mimicking the calibration from the mainshock epicenter.

As expected, single event calibration works well for earthquakes close to the calibration event (Figure 5b). But 
the mismatch between the BP results and the JMA epicenters increases gradually as the events' distance to the 
calibration event increases (Figure 5d), primarily because the 3D structure effect away from the calibration event 
cannot be effectively corrected. The single-event calibration result is systematically biased toward west relative to 
the JMA catalog (Figure 5b), indicating a systematic effect of source-side 3D velocity structure. With the 3-event 
path calibration, the BP location agrees systematically better than that derived from single event calibration 
(Figure 5d), and there is no obvious systematic location mismatch in the 3-event calibration results (Figure 5c). 
Near the east coast (the rectangle area in Figure 5a), the BP location shows larger discrepancy relative to JMA 
location, which is still better than the single-event calibration result (11.2 ± 5.7 km vs. 16.6 ± 4.3 km). In the 
middle to east of the study region, some of the events are mis-located systematically to south of JMA location. 
The discrepancies could be due to very localized travel-time error (e.g., the rectangle area in Figure 2e) that 
varies differently than the overall pattern. Here we consider the discrepancy between the catalog location and 
BP location as the lower bound estimation of the BP uncertainty, which is also applied to the Denali earthquake 
case study.

4. Application to the 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali, Alaska Earthquake
4.1. Introduction and Background

To further evaluate the performance of the new path calibration algorithm, we apply our method to a represent-
ative large event, the 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali earthquake. We select this event based on the following technical 
reasons. First, in the source region of the Denali earthquake, there are tens of local seismic stations, which have 
been recording many tele-seismic events from various azimuths, providing sufficient travel-time observations to 
verify that the source-side 3D velocity structure effect. Second, the Denali earthquake ruptured mostly the shal-
low portion of the crust and therefore the impact of depth phases to the BP results is relatively small (e.g., Zeng 
et al., 2020). Third, the well-mapped surface rupture can be used to verify the BP result. Fourth, the existence 
of good quality data from the near-fault, PS10 strong motion station (∼3 km away from the fault and ∼85 km to 
the east of epicenter), allows us to validate our results through comparison to methods based on dynamic rupture 
mechanics (Mello et al., 2014, 2016).

The earthquake started as a thrust rupture on the Susitna Glacier Fault (SGF), which triggered the unilateral 
strike-slip rupture on the Denali Fault (DF) that produced a 218-km long surface offset trace. Then the rupture 
branched onto the Totschunda Fault (TF) and propagated at least 76  km before it stopped (Eberhart-Phillips 
et al., 2003). Overall, the earthquake ruptured ∼340 km along strike and lasted for ∼100 s. The earthquake has 
been identified as a super-shear rupture event. The ability of dynamic, interfacial, shear ruptures to transition 
from sub-Rayleigh to super-shear rupture speeds and to propagate at these speeds for very long distances was 
first experimentally demonstrated in early “laboratory Earthquake” experiments featuring both coherent and fric-
tional interfaces (Rosakis, 2002; Rosakis et al., 1999; Xia et al., 2004). The resulting ultra-fast ruptures are called 
“super-shear” or “intersonic.” This physical rupture mechanics phenomenon which has been known to happen 
at various scales and has been observed in both engineering and geophysical systems (Rosakis, 2002; Rosakis 
et al., 2007, 2020) is of relevance to the present discussion. Regarding the Denali earthquake rupture of interest 
here, Dunham and Archuleta (2004) studied the sub-Rayleigh to super-shear transition numerically and identified 
a super-shear rupture pulse and a trailing Rayleigh pulse generated following the transition, and reproduced the 
rupture pulses through dynamic rupture simulations. Such super-shear-induced double-pulses features are clear 
signatures of a speed transition event and were also observed in scaled experiments (e.g., Mello et al., 2014) 
designed to reproduce scaled versions of the Denali earthquake, its transition distance and the PS10 record, in the 
laboratory. However, despite the fact that there is general agreement that a sub-Rayleigh to super-shear rupture 
speed transition occurred during the Denali event once local strong motion data especially the PS10 records were 
analyzed (e.g., Aagaard & Heaton, 2004; Dunham & Archuleta, 2004; Ellsworth et al., 2004), different studies 
show discrepancies in their prediction of its exact location and timing.

For example, Asano et  al.  (2005) inverted strong motion and GPS data and showed the super-shear rupture 
segment might be located between 70-80 km and 120–145 km east from the epicenter, while Frankel  (2004) 
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inverted local to regional (3–300 km from the earthquake) seismic data and found that the velocity of the rupture 
130–220 km east of the epicenter was ∼5.0 km/s (super-shear speed). Oglesby et al. (2004) used local seismic 
(without PS10) and GPS data and resolved a rupture speed of 3.3 km/s. Meanwhile, they also claimed the easiest 
way to better fit PS10 records was to employ a super-shear speed of the rupture. Indeed, most efforts to better 
explain the particle velocity recorded by PS10 suggested that the Denali rupture propagated at super-shear speed 
at least when it passed the PS10 station (Dunham & Archuleta, 2004; Ellsworth et al., 2004; Mello et al., 2014). 
Possibly due to limited resolution, co-seismic slip models inverted only using teleseismic data show the rupture 
had relatively high average velocity (∼3.0 km/s, e.g., Ji et al., 2004; Ozacar & Beck, 2004; Liao & Huang, 2008) 
but not super-shear speed. BP results from teleseismic data differed from most of the results, though super-shear 
speed was suggested. For example, Walker and Shearer (2009) back-projected tele-seismic European and NA 
array data and suggested that the super-shear rupture started ∼100 km to the east of the epicenter, and persisted 
for at least 200 km with up to 5.8 km/s rupture speed. On the other hand, back-projection of the Hi-Net array data 
showed the earthquake rupture transitioned to super-shear speed near the epicenter (Wang et al., 2016). And so 
far, the rupture history details (e.g., rupture speed and transition location to super-shear rupture) from analyzing 
the PS10 records have not yet been compared with the predictions of BP.

To better understand the rupture process of the Denali earthquake and provide further insights into the discrep-
ancies in the published results, we conduct BP analysis with the proposed new calibration strategy. Together with 
the new BP results, we employ a multi-disciplinary and multi-scale validation approach whose aim is to reconcile 
predictions from seismology, dynamic fracture mechanics and field observations.

Here, we first investigate the travel-time error caused by the source-side 3D velocity structure using the local 
seismic array deployed around the Denali region. We then select two aftershocks further away from the main-
shock epicenter to calibrate the paths toward the NA array. These calibrations are applied in the BP analysis to 
derive a new rupture image of the mainshock, which is compared with rupture parameters derived from other 
studies, including that from the PS10 strong motion observation and surface rupture mapping. This is followed 
by a discussion and conclusion of this case study.

4.2. Observation of Travel-Time Errors in the Denali Region

To understand the source-side 3D velocity structure effect, we download data on the local array for four 
tele-seismic earthquakes (M > 5.8, Figure S1b in Supporting Information S1) from back azimuths consistent 
with the NA array direction and present their P-wave travel-times relative to the IASP91 model in Figure 6. These 
travel-time errors could be as large as 3 s, suggesting a path calibration is needed. From visual inspections, these 
travel-time errors vary mostly linearly. After removing a ramp function, the MADD value drops by 30%–50%, 
supporting the linear interpolation for travel-time path calibrations.

Figure 6. The travel-time differences between the observed P arrivals and the theoretical 1D calculation in the Denali region using tele-seismic events with event 
timing, back azimuth and epicenter distance shown on top of each panel. The azimuth and great circle distance of each event are estimated relative to the station PAX 
(black circle in (a)). The arrows represent the incident P-wave direction, and the red lines indicate the rupture trace of the Denali main-shock. For each event, we fit 
the travel-time errors with a planar equation, which is shown with the coefficient of determination (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2 ), along with the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) and RMAD 
(residual MAD). The red, blue and black stars in (b) refer to Denali main-shock, 200211082029 and 200408250222 events, that are used for the path calibration.
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To make interpolation for travel-time corrections as proposed in Section 3, we use the main-shock (i.e., epicenter) 
and two other calibration events (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1 for their waveforms) that have 
clearest records in the NA array (Figure S1d in Supporting Information S1) and a good coverage to the rupture 
area (Figure 6b). Note that we select an event that is ∼300 km away from the surface rupture to the south (black 
start in Figure  6b), this turns out to be necessary as it provides the sampling of strong travel-time gradient 
in this area. We then validate the calibration by relocating M > 5 events along the rupture of the mainshock 
(Figure 7b) and comparing with conventional calibration results (Figure 7a) and catalog location (white stars 
in Figures 7a  and 7b). Similar to the previous validation test, the conventional calibration works well near the 
main-shock epicenter, but as distance increases away from the epicenter, the relocation deviates increasingly from 
the catalog location toward east. The average mismatch is 49 km for all the events, with peak value > 60 km. In 

Figure 7. Relocation of near fault earthquakes (M > 5) using conventional calibration from main-shock initial rupture (epicenter) (a) and using new calibration (b). 
White stars indicate USGS catalog locations and diamonds and squares are BP relocations colored by mis-location relative to the catalog location. Black lines in (a) 
connect BP locations and catalog locations for each pair. (c) Velocity waveforms of the main-shock in the NA array. The red rectangle highlights the waveform train 
corresponding to the rupture stagnation in BP result (Figure 8d).
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comparison, the new calibration relocates events well and no systematic location deviation. The relocations on 
average are 13 ± 8 km away from the catalog location. Therefore, we use 13 km as the lower bound estimate of 
the BP location uncertainty and use it in the following analysis. We also apply similar calibration to the EU array, 
with waveforms and results shown in Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1. In the paper we mainly focus on 
analyzing and interpreting the result from the NA array. We do not interpret EU array result primarily because 
of two reasons. First, the EU array did not record sufficient high-quality waveform data for the two smaller cali-
bration events. Second, the Denali rupture propagated unilaterally toward the NA array, while the EU array is in 
the opposite direction of the rupture directivity. The rupture directivity effect leads to smaller amplitude and less 
coherence in waveforms after 20 s of the P arrival on EU array (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).

4.3. Calibrated BP Result for the Denali Earthquake

The path-calibrated BP result for the Denali earthquake is shown in Figures 8a, 8c, and 8d. The locations of 
high-frequency radiators agree well with the surface rupture trace, mostly located less than 15 km away. This value 
is also consistent with the 13-km location uncertainty estimated earlier. The BP result reveals a clear three-stage 
rupture of the earthquake (Figure 8d). The first stage rupture propagated eastwards from the epicenter for ∼25 s at 
a relatively low, sub-Rayleigh speed of ∼1.4 km/s on the SGF that was reported as a thrust fault (Eberhart-Phillips 
et al., 2003). The rupture speed on SGF may be less constrained. This is because the SGF segment is relative 
short (∼40 km) and has a smaller dip angle, therefore in map-view the high frequency radiators are scattered in 
a larger area. If there are along dip rupture directivity, the rupture speed we calculate, mostly along strike, could 
be an underestimation. Then the rupture propagated onto the DF, accelerated to a super-shear speed of 5.6 km/s 
(a speed close to the pressure wave speed) and propagated at this speed for ∼20 s. Between the first and second 
stage, there is a ∼30-km gap with little high frequency radiation, and we interpolate the high frequency radiators 
to estimate the rupture speed of ∼2.8 km/s, which approximates the Rayleigh wave speed. The third stage of the 
rupture was hosted on the last segment (∼60 km) of the DF and almost the entire TF. The rupture speed of the 
third stage (∼5.2 km/s) was smaller than the second stage but still super-shear. Although the rupture speed of 
the  later rupture is usually subject to larger uncertainty due to the coda waves from previous rupture, the excellent 
agreement between the third stage rupture with the surface rupture still results in high confidence. Between the 
second and the third stages, the rupture decelerated or stagnated for ∼15 s, and the corresponding signals could be 
clearly seen in the wave train as highlighted in Figure 7c. The stagnated/decelerated rupture may have dissipated 
additional strain energy and therefore resulted in a slightly lower rupture speed compared with the second stage. 
The rupture finally decelerated at the end of TF. The relative weak high-frequency power radiated from DF and 
TF compared with that from SGF is consistent with the high-frequency energy release per unit fault length anal-
ysis from strong ground motion data (Frankel, 2004). The high-frequency energy contrast between the early  and 
later ruptures can also be observed in waveform record (Figure 7c).

As predicted by the theoretical rupture-dynamics analysis and the lab experiments (Mello et  al.,  2016), the 
super-shear rupture speed at a specific location on the fault can be inferred by the ratio of maximum amplitude of 
the particle velocity between the fault parallel (FP) and fault normal (FN) components (Figure 9). To our knowl-
edge, this technique which is based on the asymptotic structure of a dynamically growing super-shear rupture, has 
never been used to directly estimate rupture speed for any earthquake perhaps because of the sparsity of near fault 
records available. Even more surprisingly, this remains true even for the Denali earthquake, despite the fact that 
the near-fault PS10 FN and FP records have been available for almost two decades. Based on the PS10 records, 
the FP and FN velocities ratio is found to correspond to a rupture speed of 𝐴𝐴 1.71𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 (Figure 9), which is ∼5.6 km/s 
assuming a local shear wave velocity of 3.3 km/s (Brocher et al., 2004) This estimation is very consistent with that 
derived from the current BP result, which also predicts a rupture speed of ∼5.6 km/s. Note that the separation time 
between the super-shear and trailing Rayleigh pulses on the PS10 record is ∼2.6 s. Assuming a speed of 5.6 km/s 
for the super-shear rupture and a speed of 3.0 for the trailing Rayleigh pulse, we further derive that the super-shear 
rupture initiated ∼19 km to the west of the PS10 station (the red star in Figures 8a and 8c), using the rupture 
mechanics method in Mello et al.  (2014). Following this argument, we now attribute the 30-km gap between 
stages one and two, as the transition from sub-Rayleigh to super-shear rupture. This super-shear transition loca-
tion is highly consistent with that estimated from the BP result (Figure 8d). The transition length (∼30 km) is also 
consistent with scaling lab experiment results to real earthquake (Mello et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2004).
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Figure 8. (a) North American (NA) array back-projection (BP) result after path calibration. Circles are aftershocks (USGS 
catalog) with magnitude >3.5 in the first month following the mainshock. The white triangle (same as in b–d) shows the 
location of the strong motion station PS10. The squares are sized by their beamforming amplitude and colored by their 
timing. (b) Depth distribution of aftershocks in ∼1.5 months after the main-shock (modified from Figure 7 in Ratchkovski 
et al. (2003)). (c) Comparison of BP result with horizontal offsets from (Baize et al., 2020; Haeussler et al., 2004). (d) 
Time and the distance of HF radiators relative to the USGS epicenter and origin time, and the corresponding rupture speed 
estimations, as indicated by the lines and numbers. Green stars in (a and c) are estimated starting location of super-shear 
rupture in the literature, from left to right are Dunham and Archuleta (2004), Ellsworth et al. (2004) (also Mello et al. (2014)), 
Asano et al. (2005) and Walker and Shearer (2009). Red star in (a) (also in panel (c)) is the inferred start of super-shear from 
analyzing PS10 records (Figure 9), which is overlapping with that from (Dunham & Archuleta, 2004; Mello et al., 2014). 
SGF: The Susitna Glacier thrust Fault. DF: The Denali Fault. TF: The Totschunda Fault.
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Another interesting feature of our results is that the rupture stagnated on the DF at ∼160 km to the east of the 
epicenter for a period of ∼15 s. It then continued at a super-shear speed and did not slow down when it branched 
onto the TF branch. It appears that the rupture stagnation is located at the beginning part of the largest asperity, 
as indicated by surface offsets (Figure 8c) and by the moment release distribution on the fault (Figure 10). Such 
stagnation could be explained as the slowing down of the rupture when encountering a barrier. Eventually, the 
barrier was broken and the rupture reaccelerated to super-shear. The process could be facilitated by concentrated 
stress near the barrier either from the focusing effect of the rupture front (e.g., Dunham et al., 2003) or from the 
stopping phases generated by the rupture slowing/stopping near the barrier (e.g., Weng et al., 2015). This type 
of  super-shear is thus called the barrier-induced super-shear. Barrier-induced rupture velocity change has also 
been reported in Song and Ge (2019). There are several possible reasons that the super-shear rupture did not 
continue on the DF but branched onto the TF without slowing down. Based on paleo-seismological investigations, 
the accumulated slip deficit on the TF (2.77–5.29 m) is much larger than that on the DF branch (0.62–3.65 m) 
(Schwartz et al., 2012), suggesting that the TF might be closer to failure. Indeed, Klinger et al. (2017) found that 
long-term geomorphology indicates the existence of a strong asperity in the zone where the rupture branched 
off the main fault. The effect of dynamic rupture propagation additionally favored rupture branching into the 
dilatational quadrant of the main fault rupture where TF is located (Bhat et al., 2004; Kame et al., 2003). Another 
explanation is also possible. As it is shown in both numerical simulations (Kame et al., 2003) and lab experi-
ments augmented by theory (Rousseau & Rosakis, 2003), the larger the rupture speed, the easier the rupture will 
continue along a branched fault line. This is consistent with our current BP results which suggest the rupture 
propagated at super-shear rupture speed in the third stage and furthermore the rupture did not slow down when 
branching from DF onto TF. Indeed, lab experiments (Rousseau & Rosakis, 2003; Templeton et al., 2009) clearly 
show that ruptures did not slow down dramatically when and after encountering a branch on a fault if the incom-
ing rupture speed was super-shear and the branching angle was ∼30° (approximately the angle between DF and 
TF (Schwartz et al., 2012)) in the dilatational quadrant of the main fault rupture (see Figure 16 in Rousseau and 
Rosakis (2003)). The above discussed observations are all in line with the super-shear rupture speed histories that 
we observed, based on the present BP methodology, before and after the rupture branched onto the TF.

Comparisons between HF radiators in BP result and surface offset observations (Haeussler et al., 2004) (Figure 8c) 
and slip models (Figure 10) (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2006; Oglesby et al., 2004) show that most of the HF radiators 
are located between slip patches. Although the slip models were derived from different datasets and inversion 
methods, their first order features, for example, distribution of large slip patches on DF, are quite similar. The 
HF radiators almost co-locate with the aftershock clusters (Figures 8 and 10), which suggests that the co-seismic 

Figure 9. (a) The recorded fault parallel (FP) and fault normal (FN) velocity waveforms at the PS10 strong motion station 
(Ellsworth et al., 2004). The dash vertical line marks the arrival of the shear Mach front. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑆𝑆

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑆𝑆

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 are FP and FN velocity 

jumps induced by the shear Mach front, which are measured as the peak velocities relative to the velocities at the shear Mach 
front arrival (the dashed line). The 2.6 s indicates the separation between the super-shear and the trailing Rayleigh pulses. 
(b) Theoretical relationship between the maximum FP an FN particle velocity amplitudes 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑆𝑆

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 / 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑆𝑆

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 and Vr/Cs based on Mello 

et al. (2016). The amplitude ratio measured from PS10 station is indicated by the triangle, which is corresponding to a rupture 
speed (Vr) of 1.71Cs, here Cs is the shear wave speed.
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rupture did not fully release the stress on these portions of the faults. The in-complete rupture areas on the faults 
could be associated with shorter rise time and changes of rupture speed that also enhances the radiation of 
high-frequency energy.

The speed we resolved for the Denali rupture is the average speed between the location of HF radiation clusters. 
In dynamic modeling, more detailed definitions of the rupture speed have been introduced to better describe the 
rupture history (e.g., Hu et al., 2021; Kaneko & Lapusta, 2010). For example, Hu et al. (2021) proposed using 
very local rupture speed (i.e., the rupture speed at a point on the fault) may more reliably reflect the nature of the 
super-shear rupture generated in a scenario with vertical heterogenous stress distribution. These rupture speeds 
may not be resolved without very near-field observations. The rupture speed difference due to different defini-
tions (1D vs. 2D) might be more obvious for the thrust rupture in the early stage of Denali earthquake. However, 
we do not expect a strong influence of the 2D effect for the strike-slip part of the rupture. Because the strike-slip 
fault is much longer and the slip is shallow, the average rupture speed should be a good approximation.

Figure 10. Comparison between BP results and various co-seismic slip models. We overlap the BP result (red tilted squares) with Figure 4 in Frankel (2004). The 
blue dots are M > 3.5 aftershocks. The columns represent strike slip moment release along the strike in Frankel (2004). We also show two slip models (Ji et al., 2004; 
Oglesby et al., 2004) for the central Denali fault segment.
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5. Discussion
5.1. The BP Method

The idea of using the reciprocity and MADD to investigate travel-time errors can be generalized to other regions, 
in particular for subduction zones, which are known for their extreme seismic activity and structure complexity. 
The array observations can improve our understanding of the impact of 3D structure at various wavelengths from 
tens of kilometers (e.g., micro-basins) to a few hundred kilometers (e.g., subducting slab). One of the key features 
in such array observations is the azimuthal dependency of the patterns of the travel-time errors. For example, 
Figure 11 shows the travel-time error around Kantō plain in Japan for earthquakes coming from four different 
back azimuth (indicated by the vectors), where clear differences can be observed. The most dramatic difference 
is between the first (202007220612) and the third (201908021203) panels. For the earthquake located to the 
southwest (third panel), the Kantō plain shows large travel-time delay relative to the 1D prediction while the same 
region shows travel-time advancing for an earthquake located to the northeast (first panel). This is likely a result 
between the competition of the basin structure (slow) in Kantō plain and the subducting slab structure (fast). The 
northeast event ray paths could have sampled a large portion of the subducting Pacific slab for stations in the 
basin, and therefore cancel out and partially outcompete (blue triangles) the basin effect. The southwestern event 
ray paths may mostly sample the basin structure and show the most dramatic travel-time delays. The other two 
events may sample the structure between these two extreme cases. Future detailed study could be conducted to 
better understand the gradual variation of the array travel error distribution and their impact in the back-projection 
studies.

In our proposed travel-time calibration strategy, two main factors may bring uncertainties into the BP results. 
The first is how the travel-time error variation deviates from the linear assumption. As stated in Fan and 
Shearer  (2017), if the perturbation of source-side velocity structure is sufficiently random, the corresponding 
travel-time error varies randomly and the calibration using aftershock/foreshock may not work. After a ramp 
removed in the observed travel-time error (e.g., Figure 2h), the residual travel-time error distribution is featured 
with a mix of random variation and some higher order complexities. One way to further improve the travel-time 
correction is to use a high-order polynomial (i.e., a curved surface) to fit the travel-time error when there are 
sufficient data and the influence from the origin time error of calibration events can be isolated or minimized. 
This process also requires more expensive computational cost. As we use 1D velocity model here as a reference, 
another way to mitigate the higher order complexity in the travel-time error is to use a 3D global/local velocity 
model as the reference model. This, however, requires a good regional or global velocity model which is rarely 
available. Another source of uncertainty may be originated from the inaccurate location of calibration events. 
This uncertainty can be reduced with a more accurate catalog or relocating calibration events. We do not consider 
this issue in the current study, because the horizontal location of calibration events should be quite accurate (e.g., 
uncertainty of a few km) in Japan and Denali where local seismic array is quite dense. In this study, we estimate 
the location uncertainty in BP results for the mainshock as the average difference between BP inferred locations 

Figure 11. Travel-time errors relative to IASPI model in and around the Kantō plain for events from four different azimuths, as indicated by arrows. The title of each 
subfigure is the event-id defined by the time of the earthquake.
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of medium size earthquakes in the source region and their catalog locations. We use the difference as a uniform 
uncertainty for all the high frequency radiators. This is clearly a simplified way for location uncertainty estima-
tion. With denser local array and finer regional velocity model, the estimation of uncertainties and the error of 
BP results will be gradually improved.

We would also like to point out the difference between our travel-time calibration strategy and that proposed by 
Meng et al. (2016) and Zhang (2019). In Meng et al. (2016)'s study, they assumed the travel-time error varies 
linearly along the horizontal ray path (HRP) connecting the main-shock epicenter and a receiver, and projected 
all the other grid points on the HRP to interpolate travel-time errors (Figure 12a). Here we use a simple scenario 
(Figure 12b) to show that such calibration may not be appropriate when the calibration event is located further 
away from the rupture. In this scenario (Figure 12b), the interpolated travel-time error for location S is equal with 
that from the epicenter (e) if we assume Meng et al. (2016)'s strategy. In reality (e.g., Figures 2d–2f), it would be a 
rare coincidence that the HRP is parallel to the gradient direction that of the travel-time error. In another path cali-
bration strategy proposed by Zhang (2019), a 2D interpolation was used to derive travel-time corrections. In the 
method, the critical assumption is that the travel-time error difference (as defined in Section 2.1) varies linearly 
with source location. Whether this idea works can also be verified by travel-time error observations. We select 
two events, 202003312352 and 202005151103 (Figure 12e) in west USA, which can be considered as stations 
in NA array using reciprocity, and show their travel-time error observations in central Honshu (Figures  12c 
and 12d). The study region is the same as in Figure 5 where we showed the travel-time error varies linearly. 
In Figure 12f, we display the travel-time error difference between events 202005151103 and 202003312352. 
Obviously, the travel-time error difference is varying randomly rather than systematically. To better calibrate the 
travel-time error, we suggest conducting similar investigations before applying the method.

5.2. The Denali Earthquake

The aftershocks distribution of the Denali earthquakes and its relationship with the BP results deserve further 
discussion. The early aftershocks may be triggered by the dynamical stress field generated by the main rupture 
(e.g., Kilb et al., 2000) and therefore their distribution may reflect the specific super-shear dynamic stress field. 
We show the distribution of the first week aftershocks in histograms as a function of distance to the main fault 
(Figure 13). Here we divide the DF and TF into four segments based on the BP result and fault segmentation 
(Figures 13a and 13b). Segment 1 is corresponding to the super-shear transition and is associated with very few 
aftershocks, consistent with the proposed signature of a shrunk off-fault damage zone in the transition from 
sub-Rayleigh to super-shear rupture (e.g., Jara et al., 2021; Okubo et al., 2019). Segments 2 and 3 show many 
more aftershocks and are featured with asymmetric distribution, with more aftershocks located to the southwest 
of the DF (the extensional side of the rupture), suggesting that more off-fault structures were activated there. 
Numerical simulations (e.g., Okubo et al., 2019) and laboratory experiments (e.g., Aben et al., 2020; Griffith 
et  al.,  2009) also show that the dynamic stress mainly generate off-fault damages (mainly opening, Mode-I 
cracks) in the extensional side of a mode II (i.e., strike-slip) rupture. Compared with the aftershocks around 
segment 3, in both relative and absolute senses, more aftershocks around segment 2 are located to the northeast 
of the fault (the compressional stress quadrant of the rupture). This difference could be ascribed to the difference 
in rupture speeds of the two segments. A rupture speed approaching the P-wave velocity leads to a strong Mach 
cone which attenuates very slowly around the fault, while a rupture speed around 𝐴𝐴

√
2𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 results in a weaker Mach 

cone located around the nodal direction of S waves (Mello et al., 2014; Mello et al., 2016; Rosakis, 2002). We 
further notice that the envelop of the north side seismicity (around the PS10 station) is likely mirroring the Mach 
cone shape of the super-shear rupture. Indeed, if we estimate the angle (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ) between the Mach cone and the fault 
trace we find it to be ∼37°, suggesting a rupture speed of 𝐴𝐴 (𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟 = 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠∕sin(𝜃𝜃)) 1.66 CS (5.5 km/s) which is consistent 
with that from the BP and near-field strong motion data analyses.

Another striking feature of segments 2 and 3 is that although most of the seismicity are located to the south-
west of and quite near to the fault, some of the seismicity extends quite far away from the fault to the northeast 
(Figure 13a). Besides an explanation that there are more remote active faults to the northeastern side, an alter-
native interpretation is that the southwestern side aftershocks were mainly activated by the stress associated 
with the rupture tip while the further northeastern side aftershocks were induced by the intense Mach cone as 
it sweeps  that area. This conclusion has been supported by recent modeling the off-fault damage generated by 
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super-shear ruptures (Bhat et al., 2007; Jara et al., 2021). However, further numerical simulations, laboratory 
experiments, field observations, as well as aftershocks studies may be needed to better understand whether such 
aftershock distribution is a feature primarily associated with super-shear rupture.

Figure 12. (a) A cartoon illustrating the interpolation method used in Meng et al. (2016). (b) An example of the weight (the 
term 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒∕𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 + 𝐴𝐴1 in (a)) distribution of the main-shock travel-error. The e refers to the epicenter of the main-shock and C1 is 
one of the calibration events. The weight of e is color coded, where negative and greater than 1 values represent extrapolation 
and 0–1 values mean interpolation. The horizontal ray path are indicated by the arrows. S is a representative location which 
is closer to C1 but the estimated travel-time correction is exactly the same as that from (e) (c, d) The P wave travel-time error 
for events, 202003312352 and 202005151103 which are located in North America (e). (f) The travel-time error difference 
between the two events 202003312352 and 202005151103. The distance between the two events (based on the USGS catalog) 
is shown in the bracket in the subfigure title.
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6. Conclusions
In the study, we observe that the travel-time error varied linearly in both inland and subduction regions in the 
dimension (∼300 km) of large ruptures. To improve the BP performance, we propose a novel path calibration 
strategy using earthquakes nearby the target event by linearly interpolating travel-time errors. We demonstrate 

Figure 13. (a) One-week aftershocks following the main-shock. Red lines are surface traces, the blue line is the 
approximated surface trace used to calculate the distance of aftershocks to the main rupture, blue diamonds together with the 
blue line are used to show how we divide the corresponding faults into four segments (blue texts), and the green line is the 
envelop of seismicity in NNE around segment one. (b) Back-Projection (BP) result as shown in Figure 8a. (b–e) Histograms 
of aftershocks' distance to the main fault in the four segments.
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that such path calibration strategy can better resolve the rupture process of large earthquakes. The success-
ful application of the path-calibrated BP method to the Denali earthquake suggests that the Denali earthquake 
ruptured at super-shear speeds on both the Denali and Totschunda faults. The consistency between the BP result 
and the surface trace as well as lab experiments and near-field strong motion analysis based on fracture mechan-
ics, provides strong validation to the BP prediction. We recommend reconciling interdisciplinary observations 
and analysis should be applied to other case studies wherever conditions allow.

Data Availability Statement
The seismic data used in this study can be downloaded from Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismol-
ogy (IRIS, https://www.iris.edu/) using the Standing Order for Data (SOD) (Owens et al., 2004) (http://www.
seis.sc.edu/sod/) and from National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) at 
www.hinet.bosai.go.jp using the python package, HinetPy (10.5281/zenodo.4599566, https://seisman.github.
io/HinetPy/). The earthquake catalog data are from USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/) 
and JMA (https://www.data.jma.go.jp/svd/eqev/data/bulletin/eqdoc_e.html). The PS10 data are from the work 
of Ellsworth et al. (2004) and are available from Cosmos Database (https://strongmotioncenter.org/vdc/scripts/
event.plx?evt=814#3037).
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